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“The sign of an advanced society is not where poor drive cars, but 
where the rich ride transit”

-Bogota Mayor Enrique Penalosa



There isn’t enough transportation



Collision Course 

• 1.2 billion cars on the road today, 
2 billion by 2035

• Cars sit unused 96% of the time

• 81% of seats in cars are unfilled 



New concrete no longer helps

World’s largest freeway (Houston, 23 lanes)

In 2011, $2.8 billion expansion and tolls ↑

In 2014, 33% slower than before

Why? Sprawl + Induced Demand brought even more 
cars



Autonomous 26 companies are actively developing technology

Bikeshare 1.5 billion rides in 2016

Carshare 200 million trips in 2016 

Rideshare 4 billion rides in 2016 

Mass Transit 40 new urban metro systems opened in past decade

A MOBILITY REVOLUTION IS UNDERWAY



MANY TECHNOLOGIES ARE INVOLVED



Who lives in a “Smart City”?



Sensor data: parking, ShotSpotter, mobiles



Sensors and Activators

A metaphor from biology
Sensors transform changes into data
Activators transform data into changes



People are the 
activators in Smart 

Cities



TRANSITSCREEN
turning data into actions

Live Work

City Hall HotelsStreet Level

Play



Changing behavior at Harvard’s Cabot House



Similar smart city tech: 
Energy behavior change



OpowerOpower’s founders (Harvard CS graduates)



What is Open Data?

Data that can be freely used, reused and 
redistributed by anyone

– freely available for any purpose, commercial or 
otherwise.

– available in digital, machine-readable formats so 
that it can be used in combination

– available in its entirety — and able to be 
downloaded “in bulk”



Impact of Open Data

Promotes new ideas and businesses
– Third party apps instead of government apps
– Small businesses (not just huge companies)
– Startup incubators specializing in open data 

businesses, like DC’s 1776



Openness…strengthens our democracy, promotes 
the delivery of efficient and effective services to the 

public, and contributes to economic growth
– President Barack Obama, 2013



Open Data Examples

OpenStreetMap GTFS

Real-time APIs
Energy Data



OpenStreetMap gold medaled over 
Google at the Sochi Olympics



OpenStreetMap



OSM can solve problems for all citizens

You can crowd-source sidewalk access information 
to help disabled people, elderly, children



• Crowd-sourcing accessibility	for	disabled,	
elderly,	children

Solar 
mapping of 
CS50 HQ



Custom map styles 
(all generated from OSM data with Mapbox)



Explore global transit with 
open data schedules (GTFS)



GTFS is really simple to get started with

Go here and click 
“download latest”

It’s a database, but 
it’s plain text 
spreadsheets – just 
open it up



GTFS is complex enough to be complete 

It’s a formal 
specification with
• Creation tools
• Validator

Database schema 
is relatively 
simple



Boston bikeshare open data powered a 
visualization contest



Open APIs talk to remote databases

APIs are easy for your code to read (not just free form text)

APIs can be bulk (entire data set) or single-serving (just one bit)



Open energy datasets from Green Button



Some places to find inspiring APIs / data

US national data at data.gov
Developer portals like Boston MBTA
New API directory PublicAPIs.com
Venerable API directory programmableweb.com



OUR TEAM



—Make cities more sustainable 
Reduce CO2 emissions and traffic congestion 
Promote walkability and public health 

— TransitScreen Green
Our operations are carbon neutral
Zero employees commute by car

OUR MISSION

In a smart city, technology is used to improve the lives 
of all citizens: janitor to CEO



My years as a CS student…and today


